Sample K-2 daily schedule for remote learning

**specials times may vary based on grade level

9:00-9:30: Morning meeting (live streaming) and first academic mini lesson
9:30-10:00: lesson practice/ “seat work”/extra support

10:00-10:20: virtual mini lesson/direct instruction
10:20-10:50: lesson practice/”seat work”/extra support
10:50-11:00: BREAK

11:00-11:20 virtual mini lesson/direct instruction
11:20-11:50 lesson practice/”seat work”/extra support OR
11:00-11:45 SPECIAL or Intervention

11:50-12:00-BREAK
12:00-1:00 lunch & “recess”

1:00-1:20 virtual mini lesson/direct instruction
1:20-1:50 lesson practice/”seat work”/extra support OR
1:00-1:45 SPECIAL or intervention

1:50-2:00 BREAK

2:00-2:20 virtual mini lesson/direct instruction
2:20-2:50 lesson practice/”seat work”/extra support OR
2:00-2:45 SPECIAL or intervention